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ABSTRACT 

 

 
Praise be to Allah and  peace be upon our prophet Mohammed and all his 

companions. Allah has created all creatures for his worship only and in order to achieve 

this objective, man must have an insight to get Allah's bless. Insight is light inside the 

heart and a person, whether he is sighted , blind or having some sight problems ,  sees 

with the insight what he can't see with his eyes . There is no relationship between 

insight and sight because insight deals with the heart.  For this purpose, I wrote my 

research about "the insight".  

This research aims to show the serious effect for losing sight and the great effect 

for insight in recognizing the right and in worshipping Allah with knowledge. Also, it 

shows the outstanding benefit for the insight in achieving the aims of calling to Allah  

and the connection of success -with all its meanings and sides in this life or hereafter- 

with the achievement of insight. The plan of this research included an introduction, 

three chapters and a conclusion. The first chapter is about the definition and the 

importance of the insight. It includes : the definition of the insight and what its sense 

included,  the difference between sight and insight , the importance of the insight and 

the place of the insight. The subject of the second chapter is the means of insight 

acquisition and reasons for its vanishing . It includes : the insight ranks and classes. the 

means of the insight acquisition and the reasons for the vanishing of the insight. The 

third chapter is about the insight effects and models. It includes :  The  insight impact on 

individual's life , the  insight impact on jurist's life , the insight impact on community , 

the models of achieving insight and the models of insight vanishing. 

I classified the verses subjectively according to the plan and according to its 

significances requirements and I dealt with it analytically and deductively. I related 

them with the real life. I also extracted the benefits and profits through assisting what is 

mentioned in the books of the interpretation the holy Qur'an .  I have got many findings 

and the most important of them are the difference between sight and insight; that sight is 

for the eyes and insight is for the heart and the greatest importance of the insight;  with 

it a  man can distinguish between right and false. 

Every individual should use the means that leads to the insight in order to 

acquire good individual and community. 

 


